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Abstract: Ignoring sustainable development leads on to destruction of the environment and humankind. This thought in third world is copied from developed countries, without preserving the collective identity in the community in which historical and cultural approaches are one of the main heritages. The identity crises are to some extent caused by architect’s actions, since they consider the environment more important than cultural and social issues. Sustainable development looks at architecture with modernistic approach. Sustainable Architecture and urban designing are not a common – international concept of communities, cultures and people of every community. Beside scientific and new global experiences, we should define sustainability with decent comprehension of history, culture, climate and main infrastructures. Sustainable architecture has a postmodernist point of view about objects and never directs its attention to just one main global idea, ignoring the culture and environment, and never puts mechanic outlook on architecture or urban designing. Method of research in this paper is based on the description and analyses of sustainable architecture by using other literatures. This paper tries to show the process of sustainable development evolution and the viewpoint of sustainable architecture as well as sustainable development in order to decide whether this idea responds the crisis age needs.
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1. Introduction

Buildings and the built environment play a major role in the human impact on the natural environment and on the quality of life. Architecture is normally built and meant to stay in a useful order for at least several decades or even hundreds of years. Its performance, whether negative or positive, will cause an impact on the environment throughout its life span. Moreover, according to Brian Edwards, architecture is responsible for about half of total global resource consumption due to the use of materials, energy, water, and the loss of fertile farmland which is replaced by buildings [1].

Since architecture and environment have a close relationship in terms of cause and effect, better building and a more sustainable architecture will be one of the solutions toward sustainability [16].

Main foundations of sustainable architecture include three different approaches: “Economy”, “society” and “environment”. there is one forgotten thing here that is society and culture as a main real identity phenomenon. Even famous architects like Foster don't notice it. He is a high-tech architect and one of the disciples of modern architecture. Modernity thinks identity and personality of mankind can be reviewed, on the other hand, man sees himself through overwhelming different desires, so he is confused about selecting anything, actually a deep modern man faces so many dilemmas [6].

Modern architecture doesn’t look to the nature honestly, it wants to colonize and reform the organic form of nature in order to make a settlement against the surrounding, and tries to dominate the nature, this point of view comes from the positivistic look of modern architecture to technology and ecologic problems.

Among other important elements of western society that leads them to decay, identity crisis shows itself in the form of, being hostage to the mechanism, the Proletariat and the Corruption that comes from the worship of power [23]. Dr.
Shariati [31] thinks the mechanism is a specific order, a society phenomenon and exposed by exclusive ownership. Ancient humans lives were limited only to provision of shelter and protection from wild animals, regardless of the form convenience and environmental impacts [28]. So for a better implementation of process of architecture and sustainable development in our country we have to notice not only energy consumption, but also consider our culture as a main and unchanging element.

As the development of society continues, healthy, comfortable and non-polluting energy saving living conditions are needed and thus an integrated building space is created which combines the beauty of form, the natural environment and historical culture all together [33].

2. The Reasons for the Formation of Sustainability Concept

In Dehkhoda dictionary, sustainability is defined as a durable and lasting thing. In Moein dictionary’s definition, it means being stable and resistant. The verb sustain comes from the Latin word, Sustainere, Sus (means from down to up) and Timere (means keeping and preservation), this word has been used in English since 1290 AD [35].

This viewpoint is based on holistic and interconnectedness, and looks to three fundamental issues economy, society and environment simultaneously. In 1970s, considering the war between Arabs and Israel, the price of crude oil increased unprecedentedly and the industrial countries faced hard situation. This crisis forced those countries to find ways to be independent of middle east oil. The term sustainable development was used formally for the first time in 1987. In recent years we have just noticed in the environment and forgotten the two others [15]. In 1970s, rapid growth of development programs, whether consciously or not, caused social, economic and environmental threats. The goal of the term sustainability mentioned formally for the first time by “Brandsi Land” in report of our common future in 1987 was to reach the optimal consumption pattern [27].

The tipping point of these arguments was in 1922, world conference on sustainable development, known as the Earth summit in Rio de Janeiro–Brazil, later known as the Rio summit [35].

Human life always depends on the natural resources. This dependence became more evident, after the industrial revolution and led to the indiscriminate use of natural resources, non-renewable energies and fossil fuel by humans.

Risk of running out of non-renewable resources and danger of ecological problems like global warming, perforation of ozone layer, air pollution etc. triggered movements towards ecological sustainability and then pervasive global movements in sustainable development in late 20th century [27]. Overcrowding and consequential unplanned growth have resulted in environmental degradation on a variety of scales.

This is inclusive of localized environmental health problems, such as indoor air pollution and contamination of drinking water, and city-regional environmental problems such as ambient air pollution, inadequate waste management and resultant pollution of water-bodies such as rivers and lakes [10]. There are so many risks facing modern man, for example we can mention Christoph Alexander’s worries about population. He says “most of the comments and foresights about population explosion, relates to economic factors, especially dearth of food and end of natural resources. But there is another huge risk, destruction of beauty. Human’s health as a living creature depends on physical, nervous and emotional effects of the environment [13]. These reasons show that we have to work on the topic in universal level for evolving the process of residence on earth.

3. Sustainable Development and Empowerment

Empowerment should be the ultimate goal of any community development projects. While Development often interpreted as the flow of resources from outside into community, empowerment push and pull full participation of all community members to change their world by them self, from inside to outside [3].

Sustainable development wants to make major changes in comprehension of the relation between humanity and nature, but the solutions for built environment and architecture are still mechanical and modern. It seems that in most of sustainable architectures and development theories presence of the modernistic ideas of Bacon is felt. He says “the world is made for human and not human for the world”. It means using and exploiting the nature with no destruction for more utilization [13].

This fact also includes society. Speer and Hughey concluded that community organization is an important way to reach empowerment. They stated that it is tightly related to the ecology of local community, how any outsiders must pay attention to the psychological condition of community in order to reach social power as the predecessor of empowerment [3].
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*Figure 1. Human relations in modern society and traditional, Hojjat, 2005: 85*

The systematic look of this subject is to systematize...
society in order to achieve macro-objectives and create a socialist perspective. Society enabling without making infrastructures is nonsense. During any period of time getting the psychological and physical state of society, just for dominating the culture and identity of a country and giving a fake identity for more power, is usual. In the Adhiutama’s article we notice a gradual overcoming of modern thoughts on developing communities who think the only way to develop is to use development schema of westerns. Obviously, modern thought in the form of sustainable development penetrates developing communities.

The sustainable development structure will meet the needs of the present and next generation. It considers subject with broad and equal vision.

Dr. Shariti [31] thinks the relations between this Age’s persons are based on common sense, in the past it was because of instinct, emotion and moralities. According to the idea, modern man is wiser than a traditional one, but we should consider that he is unable to solve an emotional crisis.

As you know Bacon was eager to build a new science in order to dominate the nature. A modern man wants to have fun in this world. He always tries to satisfy this desire by use of mind [17]. (see figure 1)

Western sciences are humanistic and rule our mind. Actually, developed countries impose them on developing countries in order to sell their products like culture, identity, materials etc.

Community with lack of development must be developed through community development. Then, the increasing of knowledge's will sustain the development. After that, the transformation process should be continued to reach beyond sustainable development that is empowerment. As the booster of transformation process, appropriate technology should also be implemented through several stages in order to ensure the growth of effects of technology implementation. The stages include the participation of three main parties in community empowerment projects, which also include existing appropriate technology as well as sustainable development thoughts into account [3]

The term "sustainable" is often interpreted as the final solution of development. However, contradictory result is also often detected when the sustainable development is mostly given by the intervention of outsiders to rural community [3].

4. Factors that Influence Sustainable Development

Based on the results of our research the following major aspects were identified: economic, political, technological, social and ecological.

Sustainable construction develops providing integrated approach and revealing of existing differences. Taking into account that the concept “construction” in wider meaning includes the construction industry, the public authorities supervising of the construction industry, construction merchants and non-governmental organization of builders, within framework of the study the focus is on construction.

The systemic approach is used to tackle sustainable development problems on a local, national, international and global level [32]. Sustainable development is a complex relationship between architecture and three other departments and general concepts in human ecology with sustainable development economy on the simultaneously.

To realize the sustainable design process, we simply use the three - rings diagrams to illustrate the dependence of the stability connecting the components. In Figure 2, sustainability contains four parts: low carbon economy, society, natural environment and architecture. Each part has subsequent factors shown as below.

- Low Carbon economy: Added Value, Flexibility, Commercial Reality, Longevity.
- Society: Culture, Social Benefits, People, Health and Well-being.
- Architecture: Form and Function, Identity, Structure, Materials, Innovation

We conclude that architecture is not only an exercise judiciously balancing considerations internal to the building. The building itself enters into a complex whole where the successful resolution of the project depends on the achievement of a harmonious dynamic interplay between the architecture and the surroundings that as three rings shown in Figure 2 [34].

4.1. Environmental Sustainability

Green architecture and sustainable development is the inexorable trend for the future of architecture design. On the basis of meeting the function of residence, human beings can combine the esthetic arts and the eco-culture of architecture to express their traditional historical culture, strengthen the recognition of the eco-culture of architecture, promote the aesthetic consciousness of the whole nation and root the
concept of green architecture, energy saving and sustainable development deeply into people’s hearts by applying new technology, new construction materials and new techniques [33].

The housing industry is a major contributor to climate change, resource depletion and pollution at a global level. Therefore, environmental protection should be thought of and be important [9]. Environmental sustainability prevents harmful and irreversible effects on the environment by the efficient use of natural resources, encouraging renewable resources, as well as protecting the soil, water and air from contamination [2]. Environmental sustainability is also concerned with the extraction of natural resources. Although builders have little influence over the extraction of natural resources, they can help discourage this activity by demanding less non-renewable natural resources, more recycled materials, and the efficient use of energy and mineral resources [30]. Dr. Nasr [21] explains in his book “human and nature”, to be in peace with nature, we have to be in peace with spirituality and to be in peace with the earth, we have to be in peace with sky. For regaining the sacred and spiritual values of nature, there is no other choice than renovating Metaphysics.

Considerations on development of buildings must be taken into account in sustainable design. Based on analysis of core function and possibilities for flexibility over time of buildings and its surroundings, it is important to seek to humanize the built environment by designing buildings in tune with their context and resonating sense of place [34].

4.2. Social Sustainability

Sustainability plays a powerful role at a social level; that is to say, having the ability to provide access to good education, creating goodwill, improving community consultation and promoting interest in various fields. Firstly, significant issues influencing the area such as poor health, crime, and social exceptions should be considered, before any action to make an area more sustainable can be undertaken [7].

In addition, social well-being is concerned with the benefits to both workers and future users. Basically, this aspect is concerned with human feelings: security, satisfaction, safety, comfort [19], and human contributions such as: skills, health, knowledge and motivation [26]. Architectural culture is a phenomenon that changes from time to time because of the changes in thinking of each Age. So designers should lan the existing culture, environmental features and design space for better social sustainable designs and avoid identity crisis. Architecture consists of two parts, firstly, what to build (a cultural issue) secondly, how to build (a technological issue) [11].

4.3. Economic Sustainability

From an economic sustainability perspective, sustainability issues deal with a wide range of factors within both the local and global level [12]. The main economic drivers of adopting sustainable principles are the enhancement of property performance and durability as a result of the maintenance and operational costs for the duration of the life cycle of the housing project. Implementing sustainable principles can also provide excellent living and working spaces resulting in increased employee productivity levels [36]. According to Abidin and Pasquire [2], economic sustainability increases profitability through the efficient use of resources (human, material and financial).

On the other hand, in terms of economic sustainability, construction industry must consider housing affordability, housing life cycle cost, expenditure on renovating and developing, business enhancement, legislation compliance, profitability and risk management [30].

During recent years, the development of passive low energy architecture has referred low carbon architecture in the context of sustainability. Hence, we may redefine the low carbon architecture as a sustainable architecture base on a human ecology with the sustainable development of economy, society and architecture simultaneously [34].

Dr. Krishan thinks: The relationship between built form and the environment is the driving force behind this process, based on a scientific methodology. Therefore, it seems logical to develop a process almost in the form of an algorithm which will help find the optimal solution for a given set of parameters and constraints. Evidently based on a design hypothesis it is possible to generate a set of solutions through this process / algorithm. From this set of solutions the optimal solution can be arrived at [18].

Green architecture and sustainable development is the inexorable trend for the future of architecture design, the ultimate goal of the beauty of architecture is “of the nation, of the world” and so ultimately, what energy saving and environment protection embodies is “of the nature, of the human race” [33].

5. Sustainable Architecture and the Reasons of Crisis

In many ways it offers a sustainable, climate outlook proposed. "Climate attitude" of man as a creature of earth, reduced need for comfort climate [20]. So, we find out that the principles of sustainable are on the same direction of that of the vernacular as; (the relation between the built environment and the surrounding nature). The change of ecology, mixing culture, technology and economic development has changed the vernacular architecture.

The effects are related to each other, the ecology is affected by the technology then the technology is affected by the condition of economic. Economic also brought effect to the culture and so on. The architectonic concepts have been pronouncedly affected by multifarious cultural influences brought along by several invaders, colonizers, missionaries, merchants and traders. Traditionally the most significant foreign architectural influences have affected the building.
styles and techniques [1].

The main solution of sustainable architecture is environmental look. This perspective leads to human decline into a material subject whose comfort, and ignores his essence. We have to consider our culture, identity and so on as well as the environment. Iran’s architecture is full of treasures, made by our ancestors, and without these treasures a building is just steel, brick, cement and naturally nonsense [11].

In addition, the lack of any theocracy for modern man imposes him to identity crisis, which is born of western culture and relations [23]. Ahmadi thinks postmodernism is a conscious form of that crisis and the difference between modernism and postmodernism is in their definition of identity and change [4]. Identity crisis in architecture is because of form and content Incompatibility in a space without target and adequate identity basic pillars [23].

Titus Burckhardt [8] declares that there is crisis in both The Christian and The Islamic art, he says “Christian art has been corrupted by the loss of its spiritual principles; Islamic art gradually disappears because of the destruction of the traditional crafts.”.

Nasr [22] like most of modernity critics, thinks the mythic situation of primitive human was the best for him, in fact he destroyed Philosophy and civilizations as a result of rebellion against God and brought himself into crisis and destruction. “To identify with a place primarily means to be open to its character or ‘genius loci’ and to have a place in common means to share the experiences of the local character, finally, means to adapt new buildings to his character” [24]. So in concept of sustainable architecture, every building with any ideas should adapt the genius loci of the place and avoid presenting itself as opposing element. finally it can be the sign of identity for the place.

![Figure 3. Crisis in the West of culture and civilization from viewpoint by Nasr, Noghrekar, 2008](image)

6. Crisis Making Factors in Environment Zone

Holiness and holy spaces are the broadest and most generous holy space is environment which is made by a generous God. It’s a place that the connection between our world with other world, sky with earth, and God’s world with dead world become possible. [29]. According to Professor Nasr [21], crisis of the natural environment is the external manifestation of the crisis in psyche of men and women who have disregarded sky for the sake of earth, and now are on the threshold of destructing the atmosphere of the earth, too. This kind of crisis not only needs dialectical and formal solutions, but also needs death and renaissance of the modernist and his worldview, and the natural world should be changed to its first form which ever have been; that is, in a sacred form reflecting creative divine forces. It is the common belief that to save the holiness of the life, the sacred entity of the nature should be noted that means re-sacifying the nature, but does not mean that we should bestow sacredness to the nature, because this work is out of human capability, but that we should take aside curtains of ignorance of pride which hide its holiness from humankind’s vision. (see Figure 3)

The destruction of the holy identity of the nature results in the cruelty of our relation with earth and place. The modern man has lost mythologic that have been very important for the primitive man, and also picture of the collective life and its values. Forces, limits and bottlenecks are much more difficult and bonds between form, culture and behavior have been weakened or only tracking and specifying of it has become difficult [28].

7. Discussion and Conclusion

It seems that constant development is the solution of society’s condition, but provided that it be in accordance to dominant principles and thought of the society. The present paper has discussed the affective models on the constant development and the factors that bring about crisis, and tries with a comprehensive view tries to solve the present problems. Constant architecture was provided for developing countries with a modern idea, while this view is like the postmodern view, and the resultant model of the constant architecture is in accordance to treasures of the past generations with regard to today's technology. The issues in the present era direct the human being towards delusive and ephemeral ideals, and disappoints him in walking the endless way of the existence, the modern man is incapable of responding to his sentiments and mentalities resulting from mental excitements and disagreeables of this era, and heads towards technology in order to satisfy his needs under the aegis of technology. This positivist view regarding architecture results in receding of human being from himself and creates crisis. The mankind can only answer to the crisis of identity and personality which looks at the environment and his belongings as tradition, religion and history, and to follow a correct and suitable model in order to reach mental tranquility. However, this view somehow results in turning from mechanic thought and inductive reason towards mentality and instinct. Therefore, for a constant design, the architecture has duty to take a comprehensive look at the three dimensions of the environment, economy, society and culture.
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